Abstract. Time-dependent simulations are used to evolve plasma discharges in combination with a Modified Rutherford equation (MRE) for calculation of Neoclassical Tearing Mode (NTM) stability in response to Electron Cyclotron (EC) feedback control in ITER. The main application of this integrated approach is to support the development of control algorithms by analyzing the plasma response with physics-based models and to assess how uncertainties in the detection of the magnetic island and in the EC alignment affect the ability of the ITER EC system to fulfill its purpose. Simulations indicate that it is critical to detect the island as soon as possible, before its size exceeds the EC deposition width, and that maintaining alignment with the rational surface within half of the EC deposition width is needed for stabilization and suppression of the modes, especially in the case of modes with helicity (2, 1). A broadening of the deposition profile, for example due to wave scattering by turbulence fluctuations or not well aligned beams, could even be favorable in the case of the (2, 1)−NTM, by relaxing an over-focussing of the EC beam and improving the stabilization at the mode onset. Pre-emptive control reduces the power needed for suppression and stabilization in the ITER baseline discharge to a maximum of 5 MW, which should be reserved and available to the Upper Launcher during the entire flattop phase. Assuming continuous triggering of NTMs, with pre-emptive control ITER would be still able to demonstrate a fusion gain of Q = 10.
Introduction
Among the external heating and current drive systems planned in ITER, the Electron Cyclotron system (EC) has the highest flexibility. In fact, by combining the equatorial and the upper launcher, the EC can cover up to 85% of the plasma cross-section, missing about 10% of the edge and about 5%-10% near the axis, allowing for combined central heating, current profile tailoring and MHD stability control of sawteeth and Neoclassical Tearing Modes (NTMs) [1, 2, 3] .
Applications of the EC system include (a) breakdown and burn-thru assist in a limited plasma for flux consumption saving, (b) ramp-up assist and H-mode access (c) MHD control and central heating in the flattop phase (d) ramp-down assist and exit from H-mode and (e) plasma termination. Every application has to be carefully balanced with the other heating and current drive sources for optimization of the Heating and Current Drive (H&CD) resources. An important application of the EC system is NTM control and stabilization, for which the Upper Launcher (UL) has been specifically designed, to provide localized deposition down to 2% of the minor radius [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 ]. The power is provided by 24 gyrotrons operating at a frequency of 170 GHz and power of 1 MW each, of which 0.83 MW are delivered to the plasma on account of transmission losses from the gyrotron diamond window to the plasma boundary. Figure 1 shows the layout of the UL, which is comprised of four ports, each housing eight beam lines, arrayed in an upper and lower row of four waveguides each, dubbed Upper Steering (USM) and Lower Steering (LSM) mirror. The UL can deliver the total 20MW of power, with up to two thirds on either steering mirror.
Localized current drive by radiofrequency waves, deposited inside a magnetic island, is an effective way of stabilizing nonlinear tearing modes, as shown in the pioneering work by A. Reiman, which explores the case of lower hybrid waves [7] . The most successful experimental application of rf waves for tearing mode stabilization has however been demonstrated with injection of EC waves, which can provide the necessary profile localization at the rational surfaces q = 1.5 and q = 2 (see, for example, the review by Maraschek [8] ).
Assessments of the power needed for NTM control and stabilization in the ITER baseline are usually expressed in terms of the figure of merit η N T M ≡ j CD /j BS , defined as the ratio of the EC current density to the bootstrap current density at the rational surface. Criteria for the value of η N T M go back to the work by Hegna and Callen [9] , who predicted for ITER η N T M = 1.5, followed by Zohm [6] who predicted η N T M = 1.2. The derivation of η N T M has since been the subject of progressively more accurate derivations, which are surveyed in the review by E. Poli [10] . However, those offline calculations did not account for modifications of the magnetic equilibrium and of the pressure profiles in response to the EC heating and current drive as they evolve during the plasma discharge.
Herein we describe a different approach, more consistent, but not yet entirely selfconsistent, where a Modified Rutherford Equation (MRE) is solved during the simulation and a feedback control is used to steer the mirrors and to change the EC power level in response to the NTM stability. The main application of this integrated approach is to support the development of control algorithms and to assess the effect of uncertainties in the detection of the magnetic island and in the alignment of the EC with the resonant surface on the ability of the ITER EC system to fulfill its design requirements. A second, important application is scenario development and design of discharges that satisfy at the same time stability and performance, since one of the ITER goals is to demonstrate operation at fusion gain of Q = 10, where Q = 5P α /P ext is the ratio of the fusion power from self-heating alpha power P α to the power from external sources P ext .
The approach undertaken for the calculations in TRANSP [11] is described in Sec.2 and the MRE adopted here is summarized in the Appendix. Section 3 discusses the stability in the ITER baseline plasma, by comparing two simulations that differ only by 6% in the pedestal pressure, but significantly in the plasma performance and in the NTM stability. Section 4.1 discusses the control and stabilization of modes that have grown above the critical size, Sec.4.2 discusses pre-emptive control and Sec.5 and 6 and how this is affected by the alignment between the EC deposition and the rational surfaces and by a broadening of the deposition profile. Finally, Sec.7 concludes with some remarks on the implications of these results on discharge design for performance and control, on the required accuracy in the EC alignment, as well as giving recommendations for further analysis and for research on control algorithms applied to ITER. 
Calculation of NTM stability in TRANSP, with simulated EC feedback control
In order to assess the EC control system requirements, it is important to simulate the evolution of the NTM island in combination with the plasma magnetic equilibrium and the kinetic profiles, as they evolve in response to the external heating and current drive. Approaches based on a modified form of the Rutherford Equation [12] are routinely used for calculation of NTM stability, as well as reduced models for real-time control oriented algorithms [13] .
The TRANSP equilibrium and transport solver [11] has a unique capability of being used in conjunction with so-called 'expert files'. Expert files are external coding that are linked to the main executable and that allow users to manipulate the simulations by including additional features. A direct application of expert files is for simulations dedicated to develop control algorithms and it has been applied on NSTX-U for control of the plasma performance [14, 15] and of plasma rotation [16] with Neutral Beam Injection. In this respect expert files can provide valuable inputs for control requirements, diagnostic sensitivity or development of actuator power sharing control algorithms, because they allow the study of the plasma response to external perturbations in the presence of high-fidelity physics models.
In order to provide a simulated response of the plasma, a MRE has been interfaced with TRANSP. The MRE used here is based on the approach by Fredrickson [17] , which was validated against (3, 2)-NTMs on TFTR [18] . This approach uses the so-called ∆ formalism to deal with the boundary layer physics inherent in tearing mode theory [19] . It has been shown that a full solution of the resistive magneto-hydrodynamic (MHD) equations is not necessary to determine the stability of a given current profile to tearing modes. In this approach the perturbed helical flux function ψ m,n is found through integration of the second order partial differential equation:
in the region between the plasma magnetic axis and the rational surface (the boundary layer) and in the region from the rational surface to the plasma boundary, subject to the constraint that ψ m,n matches across the rational surface. For the cylindrical case, ∂J 0 /∂ψ 0 is just a function of q 0 (r). The code interfaced in TRANSP solves a quasi-cylindrical version of this equation by using both the unperturbed current density J 0 (r) and safety factor q 0 (r) profiles from TRANSP. As TRANSP separately calculates the ECCD current, this term could be calculated excluding the contribution of the equilibrium ECCD perturbation to the total current, thus avoiding potential double counting [20] . The normalized discontinuity in the derivative at the resonant surface r s :
represents the drive or damping for the island. For finite size islands, ∆ m,n (w) is calculated by taking the discontinuity between the inner and outer island edges, with the perturbed flux, ψ m,n assumed constant across the island [17, 18, 21, 22] . As tearing modes are generally not predicted to be linearly unstable (with the possible exception of the (2, 1)), a 'seed island' that might originate from ELMs or sawtooth crashes is needed to trigger island growth. The island evolution is calculated assuming a fixed minimum island size, w min ≈ 10 −3 a, where a is the plasma minor radius ‡. The island will only grow unstable when the stabilizing effects due to curvature and polarization current, which dominate at small-island size, are dominated by the destabilizing contribution of the neoclassical drive and the total ∆ tot (w) becomes positive. This could be modified in the future by only making this seed island finite during ELMs or at sawtooth crashes, for example.
The contributions from the EC heating and current drive have been added to the original MRE using the formulation by Bertelli et al [23] and De Lazzari et al [24] . Details of the terms added to the MRE for the evolution of the island width are summarized in the Appendix and a schematic of the interface and of the EC feedback control is shown in Fig.2 .
The feedback control consists of two parts: one provides the evolution of the width and rotation frequency of the island and the other interfaces the calculation of the island stability with a feedback control on the poloidal steering mechanism and of the input power. The part that deals with the control of the EC power and steering uses the beam tracing code TORBEAM [25] and can be pre-programmed for combined applications, like sawtooth and NTM tracking and control. There are three different time steps in TRANSP, those associated with the evolution of the magnetic equilibrium and of the transport are adjusted by the respective solvers in order to satisfy convergence of the solution, while the time step of the heating and current drive sources is pre-selected by the user. The interface between TRANSP and the MRE-based feedback control is implemented through an expert file. The calculations in the expert file are done on the time step δt HCD of the Heating and Current Drive sources, which is selected here according to the constraints imposed by the hardware. The longest time scale considered is 3 seconds and is a mechanical limit imposed by the switching mechanism of the EC transmission path between launchers. Other time scales of the hardware to be considered include (a) the time needed to turn-on and off a gyrotron, which is of the order of tens of milliseconds (b) the UL steering mechanism can scan the entire poloidal angle range of 30 degrees in about 2s, with steps of 0.02 degrees, therefore continuous mirror steering for tracking the island requires an additional several milliseconds (c) the computation of real-time feedback control algorithm would be fast and of the order of a few milliseconds. These additional sources of delay are assumed not to impose any significant additional latency over the time-scale of switching the EC transmission path between EC launchers.
In the absence of any feedback control the simulation would update the H&CD sources according to preset waveforms at time t 1 and evolve the magnetic equilibrium and transport between t 1 and t 2 = t 1 +δt HCD for fixed H&CD source parameters. When the interface shown in Fig.2 is used, at t 1 TORBEAM uses the magnetic equilibrium and pressure profiles to calculate the ray trajectories and the current drive profiles and to align the system with the q = 2 and the q = 1.5 surfaces if alignment is lost. The MRE evolves the magnetic island width and rotation frequency between t 1 and t 2 with internal time steps of 25ms, under a given input power at t 1 , poloidal steering angle and calculated current density profile. There are several limitations to this approach. The MRE is evolved at this time within an external interface, thus the evolution of the island is calculated using the magnetic equilibrium and kinetic profiles at time t 1 , while the magnetic equilibrium and kinetic profiles are evolved in TRANSP over shorter time scales. If the control interface decides to update the input power in order to suppress the island, then the new value is given to TRANSP, which will update and use the new power and current for the equilibrium and temperature profile evolution. This is consistent with what would be done during feedback control experiments, where ray-tracing calculations would be performed based on real-time reconstruction of the magnetic equilibrium and of the density and temperature profiles at a given time and where there is a latency between the time the new EC parameters are communicated to the Plasma Control System and the time the power and steering angle are actually updated. However, the plasma would evolve over MHD time scales under the presence of the magnetic island and this is not described accurately in the interface yet. More consistent calculations should evolve the island over the faster time scales of transport, as well as include the effect of a finite island width on the temperature (and density) profiles, for example by increasing artificially the conductivity (and diffusivity) profile locally to reduce the neoclassical drive. Also, in TRANSP both the steering angle and the input power are updated during the same time scale δt HCD , while the time required to turn-on/off a gyrotron and to make small adjustments to the poloidal angle are much shorter then the time required to switch between transmission lines. In practice, all simulations described here have an uncertainty on the results that is equal to the time step used for the update of the EC parameters, δt HCD . While some of these effects, like the evolution of the magnetic island over transport time scales, the inclusion of toroidal effects in the calculation of the tearing stability term, and corrections in the calculation of ∆ (w) to avoid counting the EC current twice [20] , will be accounted for in future work, we note here that a self-consistent approach would be possible only within the context of 3D MHD simulations [26] .
Only cases with continuous EC injection for NTM control are discussed in this paper. In fact, the EC power modulation to synchronize the injection window with the island O-point is important only when the EC deposition width is larger than the magnetic island size [10, 23, 27] , a situation that is not observed in the simulations discussed here.
3. NTM stability in the baseline scenario Figure 3 shows two TRANSP simulations of the ITER 15MA ELMy H-mode, used as a reference in this work for the NTM analysis. The current ramp-up phase is 80s long, with the plasma being diverted at about 12s and the radio-frequency heating and current drive being turned-on shortly after. The electron density is built-up fast to 2 × 10 19 m −3
within the first 20s to provide a background plasma for good absorption of both Electron and Ion Cyclotron waves. The EC power is turned-off in the flattop in both simulations, to provide a reference case for the NTM stability with EC control discussed in the following sections. The time step used here is therefore not subject to NTM feedback constraints and is chosen equal to 5s. For comparison, the energy confinement time in these simulations is 3-4 seconds. The electron density profile is prescribed in time, while the electron and ion temperature profiles are evolved using the GLF23 [28, 29] turbulence transport model. The sawtooth cycle is predicted using the Porcelli mixing method [30] and all sawtooth crashes are triggered because fast ion effects are insufficient to stabilize the internal kink mode (condition expressed by Eq.13 in Ref. [30] ). The pedestal width and height are interpolated from a lookup table constructed with the EPED1 peelingballooning stability model [31] . EPED1 uses input parameters such as pedestal density, shape parameters, the plasma composition Z ef f and the normalized magnetic to plasma pressure β N [32] to predict the pedestal width and height. There are 987 EPED1 calculations in the look-up table covering the range of parameters expected for the ITER baseline scenario. Because the pedestal width and height are interpolated at each time step, the discharge evolution and the core profile evolution respond nonlinearly to variations in β N , shape and Z ef f , causing the variation in amplitude in the calculated P α trace. The impurity profile shapes are the same as the electron density profile, rescaled according to a fraction that is prescribed in time; impurity fraction levels assumed here in the flattop phase are Berillium at 2% of the electron density, Argon 0.1% and Tungsten up to 10 −5 of the electron density. The dominant contribution to the radiation is from Bremsstrahlung and from Tungsten line radiation. However, because the impurity profiles are not calculated self-consistently, there are large uncertainties on the calculated radiation power. The profile of Z ef f is fairly broad with a value of 1.8 on axis, and Z ef f (q = 1.5) = 1.68 and Z ef f (q = 2.0) = 1.65 at the two resonant surfaces of interest. Because of these assumptions, and because the electron density is prescribed, the difference in the interpolated T ped is small. The two simulations differ in the time of entry into H-mode, which is 80s in the case shown in the left column and 65s in the case shown in the right column. They also have a different pedestal pressure gradient, under the assumption that ITER will operate with ELM mitigation and suppression techniques and that the pedestal pressure gradient would be lower than the upper limit predicted by EPED1. The transition from L-to Hmode is set by increasing the level of injected power above the threshold power provided by the ITPA scaling [33] and by changing the density profile from a more peaked to a more flat profile with a pedestal. After the L-H transition the electron density rapidly builds-up to the flattop value of 0.85n G . Since entry to H-mode is imposed in both cases at half the Greenwald density n G , the two cases are also using different density evolution during the last third of the current ramp-up phase.
The large increase in the alpha power at the entry to burn is a consequence of using a prescribed density profile across the L-H transition and it is related to a similar transient increase in the pedestal temperature to satisfy the pedestal pressure calculated from the EPED1 lookup table. Self-consistent simulations should evolve all transport channels with a coupled core-edge plasma model, for an assessment of the conditions of entry to H-mode in response to the heating and current drive sources mix. Since the density profile is prescribed, the two selected cases are meant to show how uncertainties in the underlying assumptions can affect the conclusions on NTM stability and EC power assessment. With small differences in the density pedestal structure and in the L-H transition assumptions, the two simulations evolve to different operational points. The plasma with earlier H-mode access has a core temperature that is about 20% lower (6% lower pedestal temperature) in the flattop phase, which results in a drop of P α of about 30%. Figure 4 compares the evolution of the bootstrap current at the resonant surfaces where q = 1.5 and q = 2.0. The lower pedestal pressure gradient results in a lower bootstrap current at the q = 2 surface and therefore in a lower amplitude of the neoclassical contribution to the (2, 1)-NTM. Since the density profiles are flat and the temperature profiles are rather stiff in the core, differences in the bootstrap current at the q = 1.5 surface are smaller. The two simulations have thus different neoclassical drive, which results in differences in the island width of about 20% at the q = 1.5 surface and about 50% at the q = 2.0 surface in the flattop phase. While earlier L-H transition results in an earlier appearance of the (2, 1)-NTM, the growth of both modes is slower, mostly due to the less steep rise of the bootstrap current at the respective rational surfaces. The Modified Rutherford Equation is solved for island width normalized to the plasma minor radius. For graphical purposes and ease of reading these distances are converted to physical quantities using the average plasma minor radius, a = 201cm. Figure 5 (top panel) shows the dominant contributions to the island width growth for the two plasma simulations in the flattop phase at 480s, as calculated by the MRE. The calculations are done for the (m, n) = (3, 2) and (2, 1) modes, in the absence of EC heating and current drive. Shown in the figure are the classical term ∆ m,n (w) (blue), the contribution from the polarization current ∆ pol (w)(magenta, Eq.7) which introduces a stabilization effect at small island width, the neoclassical contribution ∆ N C (w) (red shaded area, Eq.5) and the total growth rate ∆ tot (w) (black shaded area). The magnetic geometry contribution ∆ GGJ (w) term (Eq.8) also introduces a stabilization for small island width and is included in the calculations, but not shown in Fig.5 , being negligible compared to the others. The shaded area indicates the range of uncertainty in the results for two choices of the constant k 1 in the neoclassical contribution (see Eq.5), namely k 1 = 0.20 and k 1 = 0.16, which correspond respectively to the values of 3.2 and 2.6 used by Sauter [34] and derived in the case of large aspect ratio tokamaks [35, 36] and geometrical effects [37] . The coefficient in the contribution from the polarization current is instead maintained at unity. Increasing this coefficient according to previous estimates for ITER [34] increases the seed island size by about 25%. However, this does not affect the main conclusions on our analysis on the levels of power needed, especially in the case of the (2, 1)-NTM, which is predicted to grow to a width comparable to the EC deposition width and lock within a few seconds. There are two solutions for ∆ tot (w) = 0, one at small width, which corresponds to the onset of the mode, and one at large width, dubbed w sat (saturated island) which corresponds to the stabilization of the magnetic island from the equilibrium current. The onset of the NTM depends on the balance between the destabilizing contribution Top: ∆ terms for the (3, 2) and the (2, 1) modes, calculated at 480s; neoclassical contribution ∆ N C (w) (red), classical tearing term (blue), small-island stabilization contribution from the polarization term ∆ pol (w) (magenta) and total contribution ∆ tot (w) (black). The ∆ N C (w) term accounts for uncertainties in the value of k 1 , which are reflected in the total growth rate. Bottom: time evolution of the width of the NTM island at q = 1.5 and q = 2.0; the colored area accounts for the variation due to the choice of k 1 . The average flattop value of the ECCD deposition with w CD is shown for comparison. Vertical lines indicate the time window where the (2, 1)-NTM is expected to lock. and the stabilizing effects at small island width. The (3, 2)-NTM and the (2, 1) are predicted to grow unstable when their width exceeds about 1.0 -1.5 cm, which is smaller than the estimated ideal resolution of the ECE diagnostic, which is about 2 cm [38] . Although the accuracy of the magnetic equilibrium reconstruction by the PCS requirement [39] should be sufficient to provide the location of the resonant surfaces within 2 cm, in this work this limit has been conservatively increased to 3cm reflecting the projection from the reconstruction methods used on present devices, such as JT-60U and DIII-D [40] . The width corresponding to the maximum growth rate ∆ max is w max 4 cm for both modes. The value of w max is the reference target for NTM stabilization and for the calculations of η N T M from the condition dw/dt = 0 [10, 23] . Techniques for NTM control should aim at dropping the value of ∆ max to zero and maintaining the size of the island below w max [40] .
Evolution of the NTMs in the baseline simulation
The value of w sat is about 5-7 cm in the case of the (3, 2) for both plasma simulations, while it varies between 20 and 40 cm for the (2, 1)-NTM depending on k 1 and on the pressure pedestal height. The pressure profile flattening inside the island leads to a relative degradation of the confinement τ E , which can be estimated using the belt model [41] :
where ρ s is the value of normalized minor radius where the NTM appears. The confinement degradation would be around 4% in the case of a (3, 2)-NTM at ρ s 0.65 and with w sat 7cm and about 7% for an (2, 1)-NTM at ρ s 0.80 of comparable size, having assumed here that the (2, 1)-NTM would lock well before saturating and that the control feedback is preventing the island from growing above 6-7 cm. It should be noted that w sat for the (2, 1)-NTM is sensitive to details of the pressure profiles andin particular -to the pedestal pressure gradient. Differences in the values obtained here and those previously reported [27] are to be attributed mostly to the different pressure profiles and plasma current profiles used. The features at large island width (see Fig.5-b ) are an effect of calculating the tearing stability term from an integration of the current profile over the tearing layer rather than using a reduced, parametrized model [17, 18, 19] .
When the island width achieves large values, hitting the location of the pedestal, the large amplitude in the bootstrap current causes the ∆ m,n (w) term to deviate from monotonic. This change in slope of the classical term is not observed in the plasma discharge simulation with lower pedestal pressure. Figure 5 (c-d) shows the evolution of the islands at q = 1.5 and q = 2 at the first time the NTM appears, soon after entry to H-mode. The entry to H-mode is perhaps the most challenging phase for NTM control: depending on the density build-up rate compared to the plasma current ramp rate and how the heating and current drive sources are used to access H-mode, the poloidal flux surfaces might not have reached a stationary state, challenging the tracking of the rational surfaces where NTMs are most likely to be triggered. In addition, if the (2, 1)-NTM is not controlled soon after its appearance, there is risk for a drop in the stored energy and a L-mode back transition. In this event, there could be a critical configuration in which the EC has to prevent NTM generation to maintain the H-mode.
The average value of the deposition width of the ECCD, w CD , in the current flattop phase is shown for comparison. The latter is calculated as the full width at half maximum of the EC current density profile, which is assumed to be a perfectly focussed beam, gaussian profile. The stabilization at the q = 2 surface is challenged by the fast growth of the mode to a width comparable to the EC deposition w CD , which is less than two seconds in the case with higher pedestal pressure and about fifteen seconds in the plasma with lower pedestal pressure. In both cases the rotation frequency of the (2, 1)-NTM is predicted to increase to about 200 Hz after triggering, and the island to lock over time scales of 5-10 seconds, i.e. before the island width has reached 10cm. This is consistent with previous estimates that the (2, 1)-NTM would lock on ITER at a width of about 8cm [42, 43] .
The uncertainty in the width of the (3, 2)-NTM is large and simulations predict this mode to change between stable or unstable depending on the assumptions on the density profile evolution, the assumption on the calibrating coefficient k 1 and the pedestal pressure gradient. Because of the combination of a small seed island, narrow deposition width and fast growth rate, early detection is a critical requirement for the success of NTM control on ITER, especially in the case of the (2, 1)-NTM. Assuming that the threshold for the detection of the island is 2-4cm accounting for degradation of signal to noise ratio and that the requested power for stabilization is made available to the Upper Launcher within the 3s of the switch mechanism, the island would have reached about 7-8 cm and eventually lock by the time the EC power is available on the q = 2 surface. This is the case for both assumptions on the ramp-up evolution. It is therefore critical that stabilization of this mode is achieved within a few seconds from its trigger, since there might be not sufficient time between the detection of this island and its locking. For this reason, the discussion in the remainder of this paper focusses on finding conditions that prevent the island from growing above a few centimeters, typically 6-7cm.
NTM control and stabilization
Approaches to NTM control can be divided into two categories: control of modes that have grown above the threshold for detection and prevention of the development of instabilities. The techniques most widely used in present-day tokamaks and the main results until 2012 are reviewed by Maraschek [8] . Subsequent to the publication of this review, progress has been made in the search and suppression of NTMs and in preemptive control on DIII-D [44, 45, 46] , TCV [47, 48, 49, 50] and ASDEX-U [51, 52] . This section describes simulations where the input power is adjusted in response to the measured NTM width and growth rate (Sec.4.1) and where a constant amount of power is instead maintained on each rational surface for pre-emptive control (Sec.4.2). It is shown that the requested power is significantly lower in the case of pre-emptive control, provided the alignment of the EC deposition with the rational surface is maintained within 0.5w CD .
Stabilization and suppression of an evolved island
This section discusses simulations with feedback control, where the EC input power is changed in response to the NTM width in order to either suppress the NTM or to reduce its width to a size that corresponds to the threshold for detection, w ECE . The time step used here for the EC calculations is δt HCD = 3s, which corresponds to the upper limit imposed by the switch that redirects the power from one mirror to another. For example, if the EC power is directed to the Equatorial Launcher for core heating and current profile tailoring and an NTM is detected on either the q = 1.5 or the q = 2 surface, then three seconds are needed for the power to be available on the Upper Launcher. The time step used in the simulations mimics such delay in the response of the system, so that the EC power is updated in TRANSP only every 3 seconds. We interpret here the calculated width and ∆ tot (w) as proxies for the detection of the NTM from the ECE diagnostics and from the magnetic measurements. The feedback control procedure is programmed as follows: (a) the EC power is turned-on only when the island width grows above w ECE (b) if the island width has shrunk below w ECE and ∆ tot (w) ≤ 0 the input power is dropped to zero, this case corresponding to a fully suppressed island (c) if ∆ tot (w) > 0 and w > w ECE the MRE calculates how much power is needed to reduce ∆ tot (w) to zero and feedbacks this power level to TRANSP (d) if ∆ tot (w) > 0 and w < w ECE the EC input power is maintained constant. Figure 6 shows the results for the plasma with higher pedestal pressure for two assumptions. In one case the detection threshold is w ECE = 4cm and the requested tolerance on the alignment of the EC with the resonant surface is dr 0 = 3cm. In the other case the detection threshold is w ECE = 6cm and the requested tolerance is dr 0 = 2cm.
An upper limit of 13.4 MW is set on the power that can be delivered to the LSM, which is tracking the q = 2 surface. Consequently, the upper limit on the power that can be delivered to the USM, which is tracking the q = 1.5 surface, is 6.67 MW.
In both cases, the island grows to a maximum size of about 8-10cm; however, in the case with better alignment, the investment of power is lower, which does not really matter since in both cases the island width would be too large to avoid locking.
Since the kinetic profiles and the magnetic equilibrium evolve during these 3s and since, as explained in Sec.2, the evolution of the magnetic island is calculated assuming frozen equilibrium and pressure profiles during these 3 seconds, there is an uncertainty on the power that is calculated under frozen conditions. As shown in the expanded view of Fig.6e-f , the uncertainty on these results is of about one gyrotron each time the HCD sources are calculated.
It is noted that the NTM promptly grows back shortly after the EC power has been removed from the resonant surface. This is a consequence of the large neoclassical drive and of the lack of a validated reduced model for the calculation of the threshold for NTM triggering. In practice, it is like these simulations are assuming a 'sea' of islands with width just below the critical size for onset, NTMs are ready to be triggered at the appearance of any perturbation. It has been observed that the large β on ITER would make NTM metastable and susceptible of being triggered not only from sawtooth crashes, as observed in present-day experiments, but also from other external or internal disturbances, like ELMs and pellets [34] , or possibly electromagnetic turbulence [53, 54, 55, 56] . However, the MRE is intrinsically a reduced model and the threshold effects on the onset of a NTM have large uncertainties. As shown in Fig.5-b , the classical tearing stability term can be positive at the q = 2 surface for small island sizes. As it will be discussed in Sec.5 and previously discussed in the literature [24, 42] , a non-perfect alignment of the EC deposition with the q = 2 resonant surface can even worsen the stability at small island sizes. Because toroidal effects are not taken into account in the solution of the MRE, including coupling between modes and the trigger from the n = 1 internal kink, the calculation of ∆ m,n (w) has large uncertainties and this is a limitation common to all approaches based on the MRE. In the cases discussed here, where the MRE is used to evolve the island, uncertainties in the triggering condition tend to over-estimate the growth rate in the initial phase of evolution. Future implementations of the NTM module in TRANSP will address some of these limitations.
Simulation of pre-emptive NTM control and power requirements
Assuming that NTMs are metastable, i.e. that they can be triggered by a number of perturbations, including sawtooth crashes, ELMs, pellets, or magnetic fluctuations, and considering that the time scales of growth and locking of the (2, 1)-NTM are comparable to the time needed to switch EC power between transmission lines, it is argued that reserving the EC power for NTM control in the ITER baseline scenario is a better option than switching between applications.
The results are shown in Fig.7 . The tracking algorithm used here is based on raytracing calculations: for given magnetic equilibrium, density and temperature profiles at t 1 , the ray trajectories are calculated for poloidal angles in a range of 5 degrees around the mirror position at time t 1 , then an interpolation over the two values closest to the target rational surface is done to find the optimal poloidal angle. If the difference in radial location between the actual and the target radial deposition is smaller than the preset tolerance on the misalignment, dr 0 , then the poloidal angle is not adjusted, otherwise the needed corrections are applied. It is found in general that -except in the case of large sawtooth crashes, where the resonant surfaces undergo finite size shifts, this approach is very stable and it is well suited for the sensitivity studies carried out here. Other approaches will be considered in future implementations, which rely on checking the mirror position against the Electron Cyclotron Emission calculated by a synthetic diagnostic and that are therefore more realistic. The algorithm has been pre-programmed to allow for a maximum requested tolerance of dr 0 = 0.5cm, which is very optimistic, but it provides a reference simulation that still offer a finite size deviation of the measured alignment dr = |r CD − r s | with respect to a 'perfect' and unrealistic situation. We dub this case (blue curve) the 'ideal' alignment that is used for comparison with the other simulations. Only the (2, 1)-NTM is discussed here, since the (3, 2)-NTM is predicted to be stable with minimum applied power, if the ECCD is well aligned with the q = 1.5 surface. Similarly to what was found in the previous section, these simulations conclude that maintaining a good alignment with the rational surfaces is important, and that a large |r CD − r s | at the onset on the NTM affects the time and the power needed for full suppression. The blue and red curves assume the same input power of 1.66 MW, but they have different dr 0 . While the (2, 1)-NTM is fully suppressed shortly after the trigger in the case of ideal alignment (blue curve), it grows and saturates to about 10 cm otherwise (red curve). Increasing the input power to 5 MW would suppress the mode in about 10s (green curve). In all cases, the (2,1)-NTM comes close to the threshold for locking within seconds after the onset. One may ask whether assuming a tolerance of 1cm on the alignment of the EC with the resonant surface is an acceptable assumption or still technically challenging.
Because of the fast growth rate of the (2, 1)-NTM, the early stages of evolution of might particularly critical for stabilization and control, as shown in the central column, where the classical and ECCD contribution to the total ∆ tot (w) are shown. The curves corresponding to the case without ECCD are shown for comparison (thick black). The deposition of ECCD close to the rational surface modifies the current profile and reduces the magnitude of ∆ m,n (w) at all stages of evolution, by an amount that increases with the input power. However, this contribution is destabilizing at 85s for all the values of the island width. The ∆ CD (w) is always stabilizing only in the case of ideal alignment (blue curve), but is destabilizing in all other cases, until the island width becomes comparable to w CD . These cases correspond to a situation where the distribution of the EC current is unfavorable, being localized around the X-point of the magnetic island. When w > w CD the contribution of ∆ CD (w) is always stabilizing because the EC drives the current inside the island. We also point out that the parametrization of the misalignment effect used here is valid only for w ≤ w CD [24] . The plasma simulation with lower pedestal pressure is predicted to be stable against NTMs with pre-emptive application of the minimum available power for comparable values of the measured misalignment dr 1cm and is not shown here.
Effect of misalignment on the stabilization and suppression
The effect of a loss of alignment between the EC deposition location and the rational surfaces where NTMs are triggered has been analyzed by other authors [10, 24, 42] who concluded that maintaining alignment within 0.5w CD is a necessary requirement. Other studies came to more stringent conditions on the required alignment of less than 1cm for a deposition width of 4-5cm in order to suppress large NTMs [57, 58] . The time-dependent simulations discussed here are consistent with the former assessment, but they indicate that even a small loss of alignment at the NTM onset can affect the stabilization at later stages.
To complete the discussion started in the previous section, Figs.8-9 show simulations where the maximum tolerance on the alignment is increased above 1cm during the entire flattop phase, for the two plasmas with higher and lower pedestal pressure respectively. It is assumed a constant level of input power on both rational surfaces, which -in the case of the plasma with higher pedestal pressure -is equal to one, two and four gyrotrons on the q = 1.5 surface, and four, six, eight and ten gyrotrons on the q = 2.0 surface.
The correction to ∆ CD (w) due to a displacement of the maximum of the EC current density profile from the resonant radius is modeled using the parametrization from DeLazzari [24] and reported in Eq.11 in the Appendix. This term can be positive, thus destabilizing, if the EC is depositing on the X-point and its amplitude decreases from one to zero as the maximum of the EC current density profile (which peaks at r CD ) deviates from the resonant radius r s . This term depends on the EC deposition width w CD , on the island width and on the distance |r CD − r s |. Since the position of r CD is calculated from a gaussian fit over the EC deposition profile, and the position of r s is provided by TRANSP from spline interpolation of the q profile, the calculated |r CD − r s | is subject to numerical errors and is not constant in time. Moreover, the rational surfaces evolve in response to the sawtooth cycle. Thus the poloidal angle of the UL is constant in time, but the actual measured dr = |r CD − r s | can move around the target value. In both plasmas maintaining dr ≤ 2cm is a necessary condition for NTM suppression in both the high and low pedestal pressure cases (see Figs.8 and 9 ). In the case of the (2, 1)-NTM suppression is achieved with 3.32 MW in the plasma with higher pedestal pressure gradient and with 0.83 MW in the plasma with lower pedestal pressure (see Fig.9 ). For larger values of dr the island grows rapidly to a width larger than w CD independently on the amount of power that is directed to the q = 2 surface. Increasing the injected power from 3.32MW to 8.3MW does provide only partial stabilization, by reducing the width of the saturated island by a factor of four from the unmitigated case, but it might be insufficient to avoid the locking of the (2, 1)-NTM.
In the case of the (3, 2)-NTM suppression is achieved with 0.83MW of EC power in both high and low pedestal pressure, if dr ≤ 1 cm. When the tolerance on the alignment is increased to 4cm, the (3, 2)-NTM saturates at a size comparable to the unmitigated case even with higher EC power. Since the energy confinement reduction caused by an unmitigated (3, 2)-NTM with w sat = 7cm would be about 5%, but the reduction in Q for a mitigated NTM with 3.32 MW of injected power would be up to 10%, the decision whether to control this mode or not depends on the consequences that it has on the global stability of the plasma.
A difference between the cases with high and low pedestal pressure is that in the latter both the (3, 2)-NTM and the (2, 1)-NTM are triggered at later times by improving the alignment between the EC deposition and the rational surfaces. This is a consequence of the slower growth rate of the NTMs at onset in the low pedestal pressure plasma -as discussed in Sec.3 -and it suggests that with adequate discharge design and control of the global plasma parameters the growth rate of NTMs can be reduced with advantages for NTM control. Because of the approach taken here and the consistent evolution of the magnetic equilibrium and the pressure profiles in response to a dynamical variation (magnitude and position) of the EC heating and current profiles, the values of power needed for full stabilization obtained are more optimistic than those found in previous analysis that included the effect of incorrect alignment of the EC on the NTM stability, but that was based on asymptotic results [24, 42] . Also, by tracking the resonant surface for pre-emptive control, the relaxation on the maximum misalignment are more optimistic than previous estimates focussed on the stabilization of large magnetic islands [57, 58] .
Effect of broadening of the deposition profile on stabilization
Excessive focussing of the LSM on the (2, 1) surface might be a problem, especially when the EC deposition is not aligned with the q = 2 surface, because it causes further destabilization of the island in its early stages of evolution, when its growth rate is largest. One might conclude that a broader deposition profile would reduce the destabilizing effect of a misalignment by enlarging the plasma region that falls in the shadow of the ECCD when the island is still small.
It should be noted that the simulations discussed here are assuming a singlebeam, perfectly Gaussian deposition profile [25] , while in reality the EC profile is the superposition of individual beams from distinct waveguides. This means that the modeled ideal focusing of the beam on the q = 2.0 surface, which was identified here as the main limitation for control, can be relaxed with appropriate pre-selection of the waveguides. In cases where the EC power is applied through the use of multiple waveguides a broader deposition profiles can be obtained by using waveguides connected to different Upper Launchers or different steering mirrors each pointing to a slightly different location. Another mechanism for broadening occurs naturally in the plasma, because of the presence of turbulence fluctuations that scatter the EC waves (see Ref. [59] and references therein). Waves are scattered in random directions and on average the beam axis will follow the original trajectory calculated in the absence of fluctuations. The average effect will be a broadening of the deposition profile and a consequent reduction of the maximum current drive peak, which has been deemed responsible for an increase of the requested power for stabilization [10] . This is not true if the beam propagation intersects the trajectory of a pellet or of a coherent structure in the ScrapeOff-Layer. In this case the finite and localized perturbation in the density can scatter the beam from its original path, although this effect is not yet included in the TRANSP simulations.
The final deposition profile is the combination of the two effects, which are modeled here by increasing the initial beam waist. This correction to the initial launching conditions modifies w CD at the resonance location; the corresponding value of J CD,max will be reduced according to the beam tracing calculations. As opposed to rescaling the magnitude of w CD and J CD,max that enter directly in the ∆ CD (w) contribution in Eq.4, this approach accounts for the effect of the ECCD in modifying the temperature and current profile. Figure 10 shows results from a set of simulations that scan the deposition width w CD and the tolerance on the alignment dr 0 on the q = 1.5 and the q = 2 surface. The input power on the q = 1.5 surface is fixed and equal to 1.66 MW, while the power on the q = 2 surface is either 3.32MW or 4.98MW. The horizontal axes report the measured misalignment dr = |r CD − r s | and the measured deposition width w CD at the resonant surfaces.
In both cases, the width of the island shrinks to zero only for |r CD − r s | decreasing to zero. For increasing dr the width of the (3, 2)-NTM can be prevented from growing above a few centimeters only if the deposition profile is broadened. When broadening becomes too large the current drive efficiency is too low to have any effect on the island stability (for fixed input power). The results for the (2, 1)-NTM are qualitatively similar, although much more scattered. This is due mostly to the small value of the island at the onset. Also in this case, for fixed input power the size of the island can be prevented from growing only with a good alignment within 2cm and for deposition width wider than approximately 5-6 cm. The binned appearance of the data in the histogram is a consequence of having scanned the deposition width w CD and the target alignment dr 0 over discrete values rather than having varied it continuously. 
Conclusions and directions for future work
Modeling of NTM stabilization with EC and assessment of the power needed is one of the critical areas of the research in support of ITER. Calculations are commonly done using modified versions of the Rutherford equation and looking for solutions in the saturation limit, reviewed in [10] . The main difference between the analysis discussed here and previous assessment is that in this work the NTM stability is calculated by taking into account the plasma response to a simulated EC feedback control, by evolving the magnetic equilibrium, current and pressure profiles and the island width at the same time. Discussion of the rotation frequency of the island is not undertaken here, but focus is given to identify under which conditions the (2, 1)-NTM is prevented from growing above a few centimeters, typically 4-6cm, to avoid locking. This approach highlights new aspects important for NTM control on ITER and different from typical situations observed in present-day experiments, although many uncertainties still remain due to the approximations intrinsic in the reduced models that are used.
First, the large neoclassical drive and β N on ITER make NTMs metastable and susceptible of being triggered by any external or internal perturbation [27] ; thus, suppressed NTMs can be triggered soon after the EC power is removed from the respective rational surfaces. These results should be verified by more advanced calculations that include toroidal effects in the calculation of the tearing stability term ∆ m,n (w) and that evolve both the magnetic island and its rotation frequency over the MHD and transport time scales. This can possibly be done only using nonlinear 3D MHD codes coupled to ray-tracing calculations.
Within the limits of the approximations used here, the time-dependent simulations indicate that maintaining a constant level of power on the q = 2 rational surface, rather than actively searching for a mode that has grown above a detection threshold is more favorable to the stabilization and suppression of the (2, 1)-NTM. Second, alignment of the EC deposition location with the resonant surfaces is critical. This is no surprise and it has been stressed by other authors [10, 24, 42, 57, 58] . Alignment depends on diagnostics, on the accuracy of the magnetic equilibrium reconstruction, on the accuracy of the EC system alignment itself and on defocussing effects from turbulence. Similar to previous analysis [42] , we also find that a distance comparable to approximately half the EC deposition width is the maximum deviation from an ideal alignment that is tolerated for the success of NTM control. A lower limit of 2cm is obtained assuming a perfectly focussed beam, but this limit might be relaxed due to scattering effects and to artificially broadening via selection of the injection waveguides.
When the effect of uncertainty in the alignment of the ECCD is taken into account, an upper limit for the stabilization of the (2, 1) of 5 MW when dr 2cm is found, provided the q = 2 is constantly tracked. Figure 11 shows a simulation that puts together everything learnt from the simulations discussed in this work. Here it is assumed that the LSM is tracking the q = 2 as soon as the plasma enters H-mode, that the combined effect of using multiple waveguides and turbulence broadens the EC deposition width up to about 7cm and that the EC power is reserved to the UL in the flattop. The EC power is used in the ramp-up for H-mode access, with up to 20MW, combining the equatorial and the upper launcher. The Upper Launcher starts tracking the q = 2 surface at the entry to H-mode with constant 5MW of power for pre-emptive control. At 100s the power on the Equatorial Launcher is redirected to the Upper Launcher and reserved for NTM control. The reserved gyrotrons are promptly turned-on when the diagnostics detect an island (i.e. when the width calculated by the MRE satisfies w > w ECE = 4cm), as indicated by the occasional spikes in the EC waveform. This simulation achieves Q = 10, but it does so only by turning-off the IC power in the flattop.
Approaches based on MRE are intrinsically affected by large uncertainties due to the use of approximation in the calculation of a threshold on the onset of the NTM, the neglect of toroidal effects in the calculation of the tearing stability, among the others. These simulations have highlighted a need for early stabilization, but they have also identified areas where a more integrated approach is needed to resolve uncertainties due to a too frequent triggering of the (2, 1)-NTM. This includes (a) evolving the coupled equations of the island width and rotation over transport time scales and (b) include the effect of the presence of a finite island on local flattening of the density and temperature profiles, (c) include toroidal effects in the calculation of the tearing stability term, which might affect significantly the instability threshold. An improved reduced model could then be used to assess the ITER plasma response to techniques presently used for NTM control, like sweeping the EC deposition across the resonant surface, which has not been assessed here. Research on NTM stabilization and development of complex control algorithms is very active and highly successful on present-day experiments and extrapolation of these techniques to ITER is critical for designing robust control algorithms. The use of time-dependent simulations that combine the plasma evolution with simulated schemes for feedback control can represent in this regard a valuable tool for design of robust control algorithms on ITER, by testing these schemes with hardware constraints and high fidelity physics models.
Appendix
The equations for the evolution of the island width w interfaced with TRANSP are based on the work by E. Fredrickson [17] , to which two terms for the ECCD and for the ECH have been added: dw dt = 1.22 η µ 0 ∆ m,n (w) + ∆ N C (w) + ∆ pol (w) + ∆ GGJ (w) + ∆ CD (w) (4) where µ 0 the magnetic permeability and η the neoclassical plasma resistivity, which is calculated in TRANSP using the NCLASS libraries [60] . For η = 6.8 × 10 −7 Ωcm at the q = 1.5 resonant surface and η = 1.78 × 10 −6 Ωcm at the q = 2 resonant surface, the corresponding resistive time scales for the growth of the island are τ R = 284s and τ R = 228s. The terms on the right hand side are summarized below. For an extensive description of how they have been derived the reader is referred to the original references. The ∆ m,n (w) represents the drive or damping on the tearing mode imposed by the external solution.
In TRANSP a quasi-cylindrical approximation is made, so that the J 0 (r) and q(r) are not related by the simple cylindrical approximation, but they are integrated from the toroidal magnetic equilibrium code [17] . This approach gets the rational surfaces in the right location and maintains the equilibrium current J 0 (r) and the derivative J 0 (r) terms consistent [17] .
The second term on the right hand side represents the destabilizing effect of the bootstrap current J BS and is given by [35] : 
measures the extent to which the cross-field transport can support a parallel temperature or density gradient [35] . Here s is the magnetic shear, r s the radius of the rational surface, the local aspect ratio and k 1 and k d two calibration coefficients. The correction to the w −1 dependence accounts for the existence of a threshold for instability of the tearing modes. The coefficient k 1 accounts for the fact that the derivation of the neoclassical term is not exact.
The third term on the right hand side is the polarization term [36] :
Here L q,p represent the local gradient scale length of the q and pressure profile respectively, β pol is the plasma poloidal beta, ρ th,i the ion poloidal gyroradius and the parameter g 3/2 and it approaches unity in the limit of low collisionality [17] . The polarization term is important for small island sizes and it becomes a small contribution in the case of large island sizes.
The fourth term on the right hand side is the Glasser-Green-Johnson term [61] :
The form used here is the derivation by Houlberg [60] . Finally, the last term is the stabilizing contribution of the localized EC current drive. There are several expressions for this term. The one used here is from Bertelli et al in the limit of no EC power modulation [23] :.
with [23] F (w) = 0.25 1 + 0.96w 1 +w(1.5 +w(0.43 + 0.64w)) (10) wherew = w/w CD is the island width normalized to the EC deposition width. The function F (w) attains its maximum value of 0.25 in the limit ofw = 0 and decays asymptotically as (3/8)w 2 in the limit of largew, showing how the effective stabilization is reduced as the island width exceeds the EC deposition width w CD . The term G(w) represents the effect of misalignment of the EC deposition with the resonant surface. This term is important for the studies presented herein. The expression used in TRANSP uses the derivation in De Lazzari et al [24] : 
with g(w) = 0.38w 2 + 0.26w + 0.5 w + 1 (12) where x dep = (r dep − r s )/w dep represents the deposition location relative to the resonant radius, normalized to the EC deposition width. We note that there is a typo in Eq.15 of Ref. [24] , although the figures in that paper have been derived using the correct formulation. This term is important for the studies undertaken herein, which aim at assessing the effects of systematic misalignments or the effect of transient misalignments, like those caused by a sawtooth crash.
